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Abstract – Using angle-resolved photoemission it is shown that the low-lying electronic states of the iron pnictide parent compound EuFe$_2$As$_2$ are strongly modified in the magnetically ordered, low-temperature, orthorhombic state compared to the tetragonal, paramagnetic case above the spin density wave transition temperature. Back-folded bands, reflected in the orthorhombic/anti-ferromagnetic Brillouin zone boundary hybridize strongly with the non-folded states, leading to the opening of energy gaps. As a direct consequence, the large Fermi surfaces of the tetragonal phase fragment, the low-temperature Fermi surface being comprised of small droplets, built up of electron- and hole-like sections. These high-resolution ARPES data are therefore in keeping with quantum oscillation and optical data from other undoped pnictide parent compounds.

The electronic structure and properties of the newly discovered iron-pnictide superconductors [1] are a focus of much research. A central theme is the understanding of the origins of the magnetic ordering and its possible interplay with superconductivity. The characteristics of the low-temperature, orthorhombic, anti-ferromagnetic (AFM) phase have been experimentally determined, for example for the undoped 122-parent compounds, MFe$_2$As$_2$ (with M = Ca, Sr, Ba, Eu...). A common proposition is that the magnetism is of an itinerant, spin density wave (SDW) type, connected to nesting of the warped cylindrical Fermi surfaces (FSs) centered at the (0,0) (Γ) and (π,π) (X) points of the tetragonal Brillouin zone (BZ) [2]. Such an SDW would have dramatic consequences for the band structure and Fermi surface, leading to reconstruction, the opening of gaps and major Fermi surface depletion. Recently, quantum oscillation (QO) experiments have presented evidence for Fermi surfaces comprising small pockets — due to the effects of the SDW order — in SrFe$_2$As$_2$ [3] and BaFe$_2$As$_2$ [4]. Both studies find the existence of three distinct orbits, with FS areas of only 0.3%, 0.6% and 1.5% of the tetragonal BZ (compared to a total FS area larger than 20% in the tetragonal phase). In addition, the opening of gaps as well as a dramatic reduction of the free-charge-carrier density upon entering the orthorhombic AFM state has been concluded from optical conductivity measurements [5,6]. Given that a FS-nesting–driven SDW is rooted in the k-space, it is of great importance whether the SDW “fingerprints” of reconstruction, gapping and FS depletion really take place in the E(k)-space hosting the electronic states of these materials. Angle-resolved photoemission (ARPES) is a powerful probe of such issues, and consequently there have been numerous studies of the parent compounds
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of the pnictide superconductors using ARPES. Early studies were unable to detect significant changes below the magnetic ordering temperature [7,8]. More recently, ARPES studies have shown the existence of small, additional FS pockets (either hole- or electron-like) around the (0, 0)- or (π, π)-point [9–12], and a detailed temperature-dependent study is reported in [13]. Despite this progress, it could be argued that there are no studies that cover the states around Γ and X on an equal footing, avoiding matrix-element–induced extinction of important states, and there are, in any case, no studies reported of the europium parent compound. On top of this, the issues of the dimensionality of the electronic states [14–17] and the nature of the cleavage surface of the MFe2As2 systems [18,19] are both matters of quite some discussion.

In this paper we present the first photoemission study on the pnictide parent compound Eu122, showing data of a clarity that makes use of second differentials unnecessary. The local iron moment, ≈1µB [20], for Eu122 is similar to the other M122 compounds, yet in Eu122 the Eu moments also order at low temperatures, having a local moment of nearly 1µB. Our low-temperature ARPES data however do closely resemble those reported for other parent compounds [10,13], indicating that the ordering of the Eu moments is of little influence on the ordering of the iron moments.

Exploiting matrix elements and polarization-dependent selection rules, we uncover hybridization effects between back-folded hole- and electron-like bands both at the (π, π) and (0, 0) regions of the k-space and provide clear evidence of the resulting energy gaps. As a result, the large FSs of the paramagnetic phase break up into very small hole and electron pockets we dub “droplets” on entering the magnetically ordered state. The exact nature of the AFM phase (localized vs. itinerant) is still subject of debate [21,22]. We note that our ARPES measurements cannot a priori distinguish between localized vs. itinerant magnetic order. Even more so, the orthorhombic structural transition should also give rise to an electronic reconstruction. Since the orthorhombic and magnetic transitions coincide in the parent compounds, it is virtually impossible to disentangle the effect of the combined electronic reconstructions. Regardless of its origin, the back-folding, hybridization and gapping we observe in our ARPES data are consistent with the QO and optical conductivity results on related compounds.

Temperature-dependent ARPES was performed at the UE112-PGM beamline at BESSYII, coupled to a Scienta SES100 analyzer with a total energy resolution of 27 meV (at T = 20 K, hν = 75 eV) and a resolution of better than 0.02 π/a along the slit. The analyzer slit was perpendicular to the scattering plane of the incoming light and the outgoing photoelectrons and the polarization vector of the light was perpendicular to this plane. Additional, detailed FS mapping experiments were performed at the SIS-HRES beamline of the Swiss Light Source, using a Scienta R4000 analyzer with a total energy resolution of 16 meV (at T = 10 K, hν = 84 eV) and a momentum resolution better than 0.05 π/a along the slit. FS maps were collected with an angular step of 0.5°, scanning in the direction perpendicular to the analyzer slit (denoted k|| fortwith), which is comparable to the resolution along the analyzer slit. The small beam spot size (≈100 µm) assured a minimal influence of surface roughness on the ARPES experiments and aided in the achievement of very high effective contrast in the k-space. During the SLS experiments the analyzer slit and the polarization vector of the synchrotron radiation were parallel (p-polarized) to the scattering plane formed by the incoming light and the outgoing photoelectrons.

Single crystals of Eu122 were grown using the Bيدgeman and Sn-flux method at Goettingen University [23]. Their magnetic-transition temperature was determined to be about 190 K, with an additional AFM ordering of the Eu moments around 18 K [24]. Crystal surfaces were cleaved at T < 50 K in a vacuum better than 1 × 10−10 mbar. The quality of the cleavage surfaces was checked using low-energy electron diffraction (LEED). All measured cleaves yielded very sharp diffraction patterns, displaying, apart

\[ \text{Fig. 1: (Colour on-line) Temperature-dependent Fermi surface (FS) topology of Eu122. (a) Measured FS (E_F ± 10 meV, hν = 84 eV) of Eu122 at T = 10 K. The light polarization } \epsilon \text{ is indicated. The inset shows a schematic high-temperature FS in a two-dimensional projection covering a quarter of the tetragonal Brillouin zone. (b) FS maps (hν = 75 eV) around the (π, π)-point in the k-space (purple box in the inset of [a]) at different temperatures. The polarization vector } \epsilon \text{ is parallel to the analyzer slit. The top-most 20 K FS map is taken on a fresh cleavage surface, the bottom one after cycling the sample temperature up to 300 K (see footnote 1).} \]

\[ \text{1Between the two data sets recorded at } T = 20 \text{ K in panel (b) of fig. 1, several warm-up cool-down cycles were performed, with slightly different spectral weight distribution and } k_F \text{ loci for the droplet-like FS seen between the two spectra. The mechanism leading to these small changes is not clear, but the important, quantitative point to note is the dis- and re-appearance of the small FS droplets above and below the iron magnetic-ordering temperature.} \]
from the expected $1 \times 1$ spots, prominent $2 \times 1$, $1 \times 2$, and less clear $\sqrt{2} \times \sqrt{2}$ reconstruction spots. These surface reconstructions were not robust against thermal cycling up to room temperature, in keeping with their origins in ordering/disordering processes within the partial Eu layer that comprises the termination of the cleaved crystal [18,19].

We start with a discussion of the “as cleaved”, $T = 10$ K data from EuFe$_2$As$_2$, shown in fig. 1(a). The inset shows a cartoon of the $k$-space region under scrutiny, with a simplified representation of the band theory predictions for the tetragonal phase: three hole pockets around $(0,0)$ (blue circles) and two electron pockets at $(\pi,\pi)$ (red ellipses) [25]. The main part of fig. 1(a) is a wide-$k$-range, low-temperature FS map which obviously exhibits quite a different FS topology than the tetragonal expectation.

The most eye-catching difference is the fact that both the large hole-like FSs at $(0,0)$ and the electron-like FSs at $(\pi,\pi)$ and equivalent points have broken up into a number of clearly disconnected “droplets”$^2$. We stress that our data clearly resolves the droplet structure of the FSs at both high-symmetry points: there are no large FSs left. Droplet, or petal-like FSs have been reported in ARPES studies of differing $k$-space locations of the Sr122 (ref. [10]), Ba122 (refs. [12,13]) and Ca122 (ref. [26]) parent compounds, as well as from the doped superconductor (Ba,K)Fe$_2$As$_2$ (ref. [9]). We will zoom in on the $\Gamma$ and $X$ $k$-space regions for Eu122 later in the paper. Before doing this, we deal with the issue of surface reconstructions.

Seeing as the simplest SDW scenario involves shifted copies of bands appearing at new $k$-space locations compared to the high-$T$ tetragonal phase, it is important to test the impact of (surface) structural reconstructions on the data, particularly as such reconstructions are a common feature of scanning tunneling microscopy data from the MFe$_2$As$_2$ materials [18,27]. Given the fact that the extra LEED spots, arising from the ordering of the $M$-cations in the surface layer, disappear irreversibly on warming the (cold cleaved) sample up to room temperature, re-cooling then offers us the test we require.

In fig. 1(b), we show that the FSs around $(\pi,\pi)$ remain unchanged upon raising the temperature from 10 K to 20 K, at which point the Eu moments have become disordered$^3$ illustrating that the magnetic ordering of the Eu sub-lattice does not have a big effect on the Fe-derived electronic states at the Fermi level as seen with ARPES. The situation is very different at $T = 200$ K: upon exiting the AFM phase of the Fe planes, the droplet FS structure

$^2$At the $(\pi,\pi)$-point in fig. 1(a), only two of the four droplet FSs are visible, due to the strong polarization dependence of the photoemission matrix elements, linked to the presence of a mirror plane in the Fe plane and the p-polarized synchrotron radiation used. For $k'_z$ values well away from zero, this selection rule no longer operates and all four droplet FSs are seen, such as at $(-\pi,\pi)$.

$^3$We carried out further checks whether the ordering of the Eu moments had any influence on the electronic structure of Eu122 as probed with ARPES, but no difference was found for several different $k$-cuts taken at 10 K and well above 20 K.

(indicated with an arrow and appearing as a dumb-bell in the measurement geometry used in fig. 1(b) due to intensity from a below-$E_F$ band at the $X$-point itself) is no longer observed. At 200 K, the LEED pattern shows only $1 \times 1$ tetragonal spots. Upon re-cooling to 20 K (bottom panel of fig. 1(b)), the extra, $2 \times 1$ and $\sqrt{2} \times \sqrt{2}$ LEED spots do not re-appear, yet the droplet FS at $(\pi,\pi)$ does, proving that this remarkable FS topology reflects the bulk, magnetic state of the pnictide parent compound, and is definitely not a result of “diffraction replicas” due to surface reconstructions.

Now we are sure that the observed low-$T$ Eu122 FS is sensitive to the bulk magnetism, we return to the band structure in the orthorhombic phase in more detail. In fig. 2 several $E(k)$-cuts through the $\Gamma$ and $Z$ points, parallel to $\Gamma X$ are shown, taken with $h\nu = 100$ and 84 eV. The data taken with these two photon energies look, in general, very similar — with FS crossings at very similar $k_F$’s, albeit with (at times strongly) varying spectral weight. As these two photon energies correspond to $k_z = 0 (100$ eV) and $\pi/c (84$ eV), this illustrates that the $k_z$-dispersion for this compound is modest$^4$. A second point is that the destruction of the large FSs to give droplets is clearly present in Eu122 at both $k_z = 0$ and $k_z = \pi/c$, unlike what has been reported for Ba and Ca122 [12].

We note that the surface quality and favorable experimental conditions mean that a large number of band features can be distinguished in the $E(k)$ images shown in fig. 2. We deal firstly with a group of features that clearly possess reversed character with respect to the high-$T$, tetragonal situation, being hole-like around $X$ and

$^4$The assignment of $h\nu = 84$ eV as $k_z = \pi/c$ and $h\nu = 100$ eV as $k_z = 0$ is strictly speaking only valid at the $\Gamma$-point: the $k_z$ vectors at the $X$-point are about 15% of the reciprocal $c$-axis lattice vector smaller.
electron-like around Γ(Z). These states are marked in fig. 2 using blue and red arrows, for the hole-like and electron-like features, respectively, and originate from the effects of magnetic order in the Fe plane.

Further inspection of fig. 2, however, shows that there are also ARPES features (marked with green arrows) which seem to match those expected in the paramagnetic, tetragonal state, such as the electron-like feature clearly visible around (π, π) for hν = 100 eV. This apparent dichotomy—that both reconstructed and unreconstructed bands coexist—has been reported in ARPES investigations of other parent compounds, [10,12] and will be returned to further on. Dealing with these kind of issues one is confronted with the intrinsic complexity of the low-lying electronic structure of these multiband materials. Even adopting the simplest picture of only back-folding, the tetragonal band structure yields 8 or 10 bands (starting from 4 or 5 FSs at high temperature), and if the crystal contains small-scale magnetic twin domains we average over in the ARPES experiment, then this number doubles. It is therefore imperative to zoom-in and take a closer look at the different high-symmetry points in the k-space.

To start off, we zoom-in on the Γ-point in fig. 3. Four k-space cuts for the two different photon energies are presented, partnered with a band structure scheme as a guide to the E(k) images. Panel (a) clearly shows the existence of shallow electron-like bands, appearing in the FS map as small, triangular shaped pockets. Cuts through the center of this feature along the k_x-direction using hν = 84 and 100 eV are shown in panels (c) and (d), and reveal that, in fact, it consists of two concentric electron pockets. The cuts shown in fig. 3(b) illustrate a d-wave–like gapping operative around the (0,0)-point, with no low-energy pockets such as those seen at k_x ~ 0.2π/a in panels (c) and (d). The concentric electron pockets have Fermi surface areas of about 1% and 0.3% of the tetragonal BZ. Such small FS areas match those observed in the QO studies of Sr122 and Ba122, although we note that the details of the band structure of the different pnicotide parent compounds will depend somewhat on the identity of the M-cation.

The important point here is the fact that we are able to detect the disintegration of the large Γ-centered FSs into very small droplets. As can be seen in the E(k) images, the two different photon energies either more clearly resolve the left (84 eV) or the right (100 eV) side of the small pockets, and this matrix element difference is, in fact, a signal of different orbital character for either side of the pocket. A natural explanation for this would be that these multiple, orbitally split pockets consist of back-folded and hybridized hole-like and electron-like bands which started life as the Γ- and X-point band structure features in the tetragonal phase, respectively.

As the E(k)-sketches indicate, the data still contains remnants resembling the tetragonal bands. However, these interact with the back-folded bands such that the former do not cross the Fermi energy, and thus do not give rise to large FSs around Γ. In fig. 3(c) one can also see a further case of interaction between a folded and non-folded band in that the blue hole-like band—which is well below the Fermi level—is not symmetric around k_x = 0 but is further pushed down by the presence of the lower binding energy back-folded bands on the right. These data, then, do not support a picture of selective modification of bands from the tetragonal band structure, [10] in which only some bands interact with the back-folded structures, a point we will return to in the following discussion of the X-point zoom-in.

We now turn to the states around the X- or (π, π)-point, which—in general—have received less attention in ARPES papers on the parent compounds than have those around Γ. In figs. 4(a) and (b), data recorded with 84 eV photons are presented. Cut 1 in panel (b) clearly shows two pairs of hole-like features crossing E_F, giving rise to the two pairs of blue features shown along cut 1 in the main FS sketch (panel (a)). This is in contrast to cut 2, which reveals that the hole-like bands do not approach E_F: their spectral weight is suppressed up to a binding energy of about 70 meV, which, as also noted in ref. [10], corresponds rather well to the gap observed in
Fig. 4: (Colour on-line) Detailed X-point Fermi surface topology of Eu122 (T = 10K, hν = 84 eV). (a) FS map covering the (π, π)−(−π, π)−(π, π) region of k-space (left) with a “guide” sketch (right), including the high-temperature Fermi surfaces in gray. (b) (E, k)-maps taken from the cuts in the k-space indicated in (a) partnered by sketches in which electron-like bands are indicated in red and hole-like in blue. (c) X-point FS map, hν = 100 eV, including a sketch showing the location of k-cuts 5 and 6. As in fig. 3, the red shading marks the effect of the symmetry selection rules for certain orbital states.

1. Optical conductivity measurements (with 2Δ ≈ 90 meV for Eu122 [6]). Thus, cut 2 of fig. 4 attests to the opening of a gap, leading to the break-up of the large elliptical X-point FSs into significantly smaller structures.

2. The data of cut 3 take us a step further: here the cut just grazes the end of the longer hole-like arc, and if we take this result at face value the droplet-like FS would, in fact, have to be “open”. Thus, for the kz value close to π/c (i.e., that relevant for hν = 84 eV) if we were conducting a quantum oscillation experiment, there would be no closed FS orbits measurable in the kx,ky plane near (π, π). The E(k)-image along the k-space cut 4 clearly shows that the hole-like bands bend back into an electron-like feature around X that has its band bottom at a binding energy BE ≈ 100 meV. This delivers the clue that the crescent-shaped, gapped, FS segments around the X-point in the AFM orthorhombic phase arise from hybridization of the X-centered electron pockets with the back-folded hole-like bands from the Γ-point.

3. Finally, the ordering of the Eu moments below ca. 20 K does not have a noticeable impact on the ARPES data.

Taking points 2)–4) together, we can close by stating that these ARPES data are in keeping with the conclusions from recent quantum oscillation and optical data note that for 100 eV photons a clear electron-like feature is observed, located at the opening of the hole-like arc seen also for 100 eV photons in cut 6. These electron-like sections can be seen to act as a “gate”, closing off the arc into a continuous, droplet-like FS.
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